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2nd CONTINOUS ASSESSMENT FORM TWO 
CHEMISTRY 

 

TIME: 1:00 HOUR          DATE: Friday13th MARCH, 2015 
 

INSTRUCTIONS:- 
1. This paper consists of sections A and B only. 
2. Answer ALL questions in both sections in this question paper. 
3. The following constants may be used: 

 Atomic masses: 
C=12, N=14, Na=23, Mg=24, Al=26, S=32, Cl=35∙5, Ca=40, Fe=56, Cu=64, Ag=108 

 Avogadro’s number = 6∙02 x 1023 
 GMV at S.t.p= 22.4dm3 
 1 Faraday = 96500 Coulombs  

 
SECTION A (20 Marks) 

Answer all questions in this section. 
 
1. For each of the items (i)-(v), choose the correct answer from the given alternatives and write 

its letter beside the item number in the table after this question. 
i ii iii iv v 
C C E E A 

2. Match the items in list A with the responses in list B by writing the letter of the correct 
response beside the item number in the table below 
 

Item i ii iii iv v vi vii viii ix x 

Choice F D A H V E C B I G 

 
SECTION B (80 Marks) 

Answer all questions in this section. 
 
3. In a school laboratory the only materials available are: 

 
Chemicals 
 MANGANESE (IV) OXIDE   POTASSIUM CHLORATE 
 WATER 
Apparatus 
 RETORT STAND    TEST TUBE 
 DELIVERY TUBE    GAS JAR 
 TROUGH     BEEHIVE STAND  
 RUBBER STOPPER    BUNSEN BURNER 
 

a) I can prepare OXYGEN 
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b)  Draw a diagram to show how you will arrange your experiment  

 
 

c) How can you test your product from (a) above. 
OXYGEN RELIGHTS A GLOWING SPLINT 
 

d) Write a word equation from the above reaction 
POTASSIUM CHLORATE                     POTASSIUM CHLORIDE + OXYGEN GAS 

 
e) Mention any three (3) uses of what you will obtain from above 

 
i. Used in incubators to support premature babies in breathing 
ii.  Supports combustion 

iii.  Used by mountain climbers 
 

4. (a) Differentiate the following terms 
i. A Residue from filtrate 

• A solid substance that remains in the funnel during filtration while a filtrate is 
a liquid obtained during filtration 

ii. A solute from solvent  

• A substance that dissolves in a solvent to make a solution while a solvent is a 
substance of which a solute dissolves in. 
 

(b) With an aid of a labeled diagram briefly explain how hydrogen can reduce lead (II) oxide 
into lead and water, and hydrogen itself being oxidized to water. 
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5.  (a) TANZANIA KONYAGI can be obtained from fermented mango juice    (7.5 marks) 
Apparatus:-  

Condenser, fractionating column, distillation flask, retort stand and its clamp, 
thermometer, burner and tripod stand connected as seen here under. 

 
When a mango juice is fermented, it forms alcohol. A mixture of alcohol (of which 
TANZANIA KONYAGI is one of alcohols prepared in same way) and other items 
dissolved in water are heated. The alcohol (Tanzania konyagi) distills first at a 
temperature about 78.40C which is its boiling point. 
The fractional column separates the two liquids so that the one with a lower boiling 
point moves to the upper part. 

 
6. Which will you use to separate the following mixtures 

i. Crude oil 
FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION 

ii. Obtaining oxygen from air 
FRACTIONAL DISTILLATION 

iii.  Extracting oil from sunflower seeds 
SOLVENT EXTRACTION 

iv. Muddy water 
DENCATATION 

v. A mixture of ammonium chloride and sand 
SUBLIMATION 

 
A negative thinker sees a difficult in every opportunity but a positive thinker sees opportunity in every difficult. 

By Ben Omulangira 
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